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Abstract 
 

This work presents an admission control mechanism 
to be used with mapping mechanisms between 
Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated 
Services (DiffServ) domains. The mapping mechanisms 
have a dynamic nature and are associated with the 
admission control functions in such a way that the 
state of the network is reflected in the admission 
decisions of new IntServ flows into the DiffServ 
network. The work is focused in the mapping between 
the IntServ Controlled-Load (CL) service and the 
DiffServ Assured Forward (AF) Per-Hop-Behaviour 
group. The results obtained by simulation, with TCP 
and UDP traffic and with two AF classes defined, 
show that the admission control mechanisms acts 
based on the bandwidth management mechanisms and 
improves the use of the available resources for a given 
AF class. The mapping mechanisms detect Quality of 
Service (QoS) degradation occurrences and once 
detected the admission control mechanism allows the 
reestablishment of AF Class QoS. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The research effort in the area of the Quality of 
Service (QoS) provisioning in the Internet has been 
carried out by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task 
Force) according to two main approaches: the 
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model [1] and the 
Integrated Services (IntServ) model [2]. These two 
models have been developed by two different IETF 
work groups [3, 4]. 

The IntServ model provides individually QoS 
guarantees to each flow. For such, it needs to make 
resource reservation in network elements intervening 

in the communication. For resources reservation the 
Resource Reservation Protocol is used (RSVP) [5]. 
The IntServ model supports two distinct services: 
Guaranteed Service (GS) [6] for applications with 
strict needs of throughput, limited delay and null 
losses; Controlled-Load service (CL) [7] that emulates 
the behaviour of the best-effort service in an unloaded 
network. The need of maintenance of state information 
on the individual flows is usually pointed as the origin 
of the scalability problems of the IntServ model.  

The DiffServ model embodies the second approach 
where the flows are aggregated in a few Classes of 
Service (CoS) according to their specific 
characteristics [8]. The packets belonging to specific 
classes are forwarded according to their Per Hop 
Behaviour (PHB) associated with the DiffServ Code 
Point (DSCP) [9], which is included in the Type of 
Service (ToS) field of the IP header. Currently the 
DiffServ model supports Expedited Forwarding (EF) 
PHB intended to offer a service of type “virtual leased 
line” with throughput guarantees and limited delay 
[10]. DiffServ also supports the Assured Forwarding 
(AF) PHB group that exhibits a similar behaviour to a 
low loaded network for traffic that is in accordance 
with the service contract [11]. 

In order to combine the superior scalability of the 
DiffServ model with IntServ superior QoS support 
capabilities, the ISSLL (Integrated Services over 
Specific Link Layers) working group of the IETF [12] 
proposed the interoperation between these two models 
[13]. The defined approach combines the IntServ 
model features – the capability to establish and 
maintain resources reservations through the network – 
with the scalability provided by the DiffServ model. 
The IntServ model is applicable at the network edge, 
where the number of flows is small, while the DiffServ 



model is applicable in the network core to take 
advantage of its scalability. The boundary routers 
between these two domains are responsible for 
mapping the IntServ flows into the DiffServ classes. 
These functions include the choice of the most 
appropriate PHB to support the flow and the use of 
admission control (AC) and policing functions on the 
flows at the entrance of the DiffServ region. 

In DiffServ networks Admission Control is based 
on Bandwidth Brokers (BBs) and also on pricing 
schemes associated with Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs) at the entrance of the DiffServ domains. This 
solution does not intrinsically solve the problem of 
congestion control. Upon overload in a given service 
class, all flows in that class suffer a potential QoS 
degradation [14]. To solve this and to integrate the 
DiffServ and IntServ models in a end-to-end service 
delivery model with the associated task of reservation, 
a new admission control function, which can determine 
whether to admit a service differentiated flow along 
the nominated network is needed [15]. There are 
several proposals of admission control mechanisms 
that can be used to address this problem. One approach 
of admission control developed at the Laboratory of 
Communications and Telematics of the University of 
Coimbra (LCT-UC) [16] uses a metric to evaluate a 
Congestion Index (CI) at each network element to 
admit or not a new flow [17]. Other approaches use 
packet probing [18, 19], aggregation of RSVP 
messages [20, 21] between an ingress egress routers or 
Bandwidth Brokers (BBs) [22]. The issue of the choice 
of the admission control mechanisms was left open by 
the ISSL IETF group [23]. 

The DiffServ architecture does not have a specific 
scheme for accurate admission control, and does not 
provide end-to-end (e2e) QoS guarantees to Internet 
traffic [24, 25]. It only specifies the configurations that 
each domain can receive in order to supply service 
differentiation to different traffic classes. 

One of the solutions to guarantee e2e QoS consists 
of the interconnection between IntServ and DiffServ 
models [13]. The resultant architecture is considered in 
[26] as one of the most promising architectures to 
deliver QoS guarantees in the next future Internet. In 
this context there are some important related work 
referenced in [27], [28], [29], [30] and [31]. 

In these works, the mapping mechanisms and 
admission control functions to the flows applications is 
crucial for the e2e QoS assurance. However, the 
referenced solutions are characterized by an inaccurate 
admission control and by an inefficient resource 
management that does not harness the mapping 
solutions between IntServ services and DiffServ 
classes. This situation results from the existing 

admission control limitations at DiffServ networks that 
connect the IntServ networks. 

In previous work we proposed a mapping 
mechanism between the Controlled-Load service of the 
IntServ model and the Assured Forwarding PHB group 
of the DiffServ model [32, 33]. The option was due to 
the less difficulty of the problem when compared with 
the mapping between GS and PHB EF. The proposed 
mapping mechanism includes a dynamic Admission 
Control module that takes into account the state of the 
DiffServ network. In our approach, the decision of 
mapping and admission of a new IntServ flow in the 
DiffServ region is based on the behavior of previous 
flows to the same IntServ destination network. We call 
this behavior E2ERB (End to End Region Behavior) 
and use it to estimate the DiffServ AF classes 
bandwidth needs. This estimation is made by a 
bandwidth management mechanism that adjusts 
continuously the bandwidth used by the DiffServ 
classes [34, 35]. 

This paper presents an admission control (AC) 
mechanism to be used with the bandwidth management 
and dynamic mapping mechanisms already proposed. 
The simulation results show that the proposed 
mechanisms guarantee a good level of bandwidth 
utilization in the mapping between IntServ CL service 
and DiffServ AF classes, detect QoS degradation 
occurrences and once detected the AC mechanism 
allows the class QoS reestablishment. 

Besides the present section the paper has the 
following structure. In Section 2 the principles and the 
architecture proposed for dynamic mapping 
mechanisms are presented. The Admission Control 
algorithm used in IntServ flows mapping into AF 
classes is described in Section 3. In Section 4 the 
simulation scenario is presented and the proposed 
mechanisms are evaluated. Finally, in Section 5, some 
conclusions and directions for future work are 
presented. 
 
2. Dynamic mapping mechanisms 
 

In the border between the IntServ and DiffServ 
regions, the network elements must perform the 
mapping of the requested IntServ service into a 
DiffServ class of service. The DiffServ class must be 
selected in a way to support the type of IntServ service 
requested for the application. Taking into account the 
already defined IntServ services (CL and GS), the 
PHBs currently available in DiffServ (AF and EF) and, 
considering the characteristics of each service and 
PHB respectively, the choice of mapping between 
service CL and PHB AF and between service GS and 
PHB EF is evident.  



The mapping of the CL service into the AF PHBs 
must be based on the burst time of the CL flow [23]. 
This way, the flows are grouped in an AF class, which 
provides the better guarantee that the packet average 
queue delay does not exceed the burst time of the flow. 
The mapping can be static or dynamic: static mapping 
is defined by the administrator of the network; 
dynamic mapping is driven according to the 
characteristics of the existing traffic in the network. 

In the mapping mechanism proposed in previous 
work [32, 33, 34, 35], the aim is to complement the 
traffic control functions of the DiffServ network by 
using a dynamic Admission Control mechanism that 
reflect the state of network. In the adopted strategy, the 
decision of mapping and admitting a new flow at the 
ingress of the DiffServ region is based on the 
behaviour of previous flows which going to the same 
IntServ network. This behaviour is evaluated by of 
delay and losses suffered by the flows in the DiffServ 
region. The underlying idea is inspired in the 
congestion control mechanism used by TCP, applied to 
the admission control and mapping of IntServ flows 
into DiffServ classes. 

The strategy adopted is based on the monitoring of 
flows at both the ingress and the egress of DiffServ 
domains to evaluate if the QoS of the mapped flows 
was degraded or not. In the case where no degradation 
occurs new flows can be admitted and mapped. On the 
other hand, if the QoS characteristics have been 
degraded, no more flows can be admitted into the 
DiffServ network ingress and the number of active 
flows must be reduced. By monitoring the flows at the 
egress of the DiffServ domain, the QoS characteristics 
are evaluated on the basis of the packet loss, since the 
queuing delay is less representative [18] and more 
difficult to treat with passive measurements due to its 
wide variability and to the difficulty of clock 
synchronization. 

The proposed strategy for mapping IntServ flows 
into DiffServ classes is based on two mechanisms 
located in the network elements at the boundary of the 
DiffServ region: the Mapper and the Meter. In the edge 
router at the ingress of DiffServ domain, the Mapper 
maps CL flows into the AF class that better supports 
the IntServ service. This mechanism acts on the basis 
of the information supplied by the Meter mechanism 
located in edge router at the egress of the DiffServ 
domain. 

The Meter mechanism interacts with the modules 
of the IntServ model, and with the meter module of the 
DiffServ model (which is responsible for accounting, 
for each flow, the packets in agreement with the 
attributed DSCP). Whenever a RSVP message of 
reserve removal occurs, the collected information is 

inserted in a new object called DIFFSERV_STATUS 
and is sent to the ingress edge router of the DiffServ 
domain such that it can be taken into account for the 
next flow mapping. 
 
3. Admission control 

 
The decision of admitting/mapping a flow is made 

in the mapper mechanism that is constituted by three 
modules presented in Figure 1: The mapping, the 
bandwidth management and the admission control 
modules. The class indicator module indicates the AF 
class chosen to map the IntServ CL service requested 
by the flow. The bandwidth management module 
indicates, for an IntServ network destination, the 
existing resources to the class chosen. The admission 
control module, with the bandwidth management 
module, indicates if admits/maps the flow in the class 
indicated by the class indicator module.  

Mapper Mechanism

RSVP RESV

RSVP RESV RSVP RESVERR

RSVP RESVTEAR

Admission
Control Module

IndicatesAFClassChosen IndicatesMaxThroughputAllowed

AF Class
Indicator Module
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MFClassifier

SLS

DiffServ
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Figure 1 The mapper modules 

 
The information needed by the admission control 

module is supplied in two important moments: the 
establishment and the resource release. The resource 
release determines the E2ERB of the flow in DiffServ 
region and serves as probing to the new mapped flows 
into the same AF class destined to the same IntServ 
network. This E2ERB originates the decrement or the 
increment of maximum throughput allowed, by the 
bandwidth management module, for the AF class to the 
same IntServ destination network, if degradation has 
occurred or not.  

As illustrated in Figure 2, at the reserve 
establishment the mapper and meter mechanisms are 
activated by a RSVP_RESV message. The meter 
mechanism is configured to collect information about 
the QoS of the admitted flow. 
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Network

Class Indicator

Banwith Management
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Figure 2. Admission control interactions in 
resource establishment 

 
When a new CL flow reserve request arrives 

(RSVP_RESV message) at the edge router Mapper, an 
admission control process is activated. The class 
indicator module of the Mapper chooses the AF class 
that better guarantees that the CL flow QoS is 
preserved in the DiffServ network. Once the AF class 
is determined, the AC takes the decision of 
admitting/mapping or not, based on the resources 
allowed for this class to the destined IntServ Network. 
The CL flow is admitted if the sum of its throughput 
with that of the active flows does not exceed the 
maximum throughput determined in the bandwidth 
management module for the class. If the flow is 
admitted, the throughput of active flows is updated to 
take into account this flow, which is then inserted in 
the mapping and probing lists. The policer is updated 
and a RSVP_RESV message is sent upstream to the 
sender. Otherwise, if the flow is not admitted, a 
RSVP_RESVERR message is sent to release the 
reserve on the downstream network elements. 
 
4. Results and evaluation 

 
In this section, the admission control mechanism 

previously described with dynamic mapping 
mechanisms of CL flows into AF classes is evaluated. 
The implementation of the admission control, 
bandwidth management and mapping mechanisms was 
done in the Network Simulator version 2 environment 
(NS2) [36] integrated with the available NS2 IntServ 
and DiffServ modules [37, 38].  

The aim of this evaluation is to verify the 
admission control behavior and its interaction with the 
other defined mechanisms in a congested DiffServ 
network, with two AF classes defined and with 
different types of traffic: TCP and UDP. More 

concretely, is intended to verify if in the mapping, the 
admission control with the defined algorithm acts 
based on the E2ERB experimented by a previous flow 
destined to the same IntServ network. Also, is intended 
to verify if when a AF class degradation occurs this is 
detected by the mappers present and, once detected, to 
verify if the used admission control algorithm allows 
the AF class QoS reestablishment. 

The simulation scenario illustrated in Figure 3 
shows four IntServ networks interconnected through a 
DiffServ network. In this network two AF classes are 
defined, AF1 and AF2. The AF1 class offers better 
QoS guarantees. The flows generated in the IntServ A1 
network are destined to IntServ B1 network while the 
flows generated in the IntServ A2 network are destined 
to IntServ B2 network. At the DiffServ domain 
entrance the CL flows from IntServ A1, if admitted by 
the Edge Router Mapper 1 (ERM1), are mapped into 
the AF2 class. The CL flows from IntServ A2, if 
admitted by the Edge Router Mapper 2 (ERM2), are 
mapped into the AF1 class. For the AF1 and AF2 
classes, a profile of 1.5 Mbps and 1 Mbps, 
respectively, was defined at the DiffServ domain 
entrance. 
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Figure 3 Simulation scenario 

 
In order to separate BE traffic and AF traffic, three 

queues in the DiffServ domain have been defined. The 
BE queue is a FIFO, while the AF queues are RIO 
(Random Early Detection with in and Out) [39] and 
are configured with the values obtained from [38]. All 
the queues are served by the WFQ (Weighted Fair 
Queuing) scheduler [40], which is configured such that 
the profile defined for the AF classes is assured. The 
weights attributed to the AF1, AF2 and BE queues are 
3, 2 and 1, respectively. The DiffServ backbone has a 
bandwidth of 3 Mbps to guarantee the resources 
defined in the profiles and for the best-effort traffic. 

Initially, best-effort flows of 100 Kbps are 



introduced in each IntServ network. Reserve requests 
of TCP CL flows of 100Kbps are generated every 15 
seconds by IntServ A1 network. Reserve requests of 
UDP CL flows of 100Kbps are generated every 10 
seconds by IntServ A2. A CL flow is mapped into the 
AF class and transmitted if resources are available in 
the IntServ networks and if the dynamic admission 
control in the edge router mappers 1 and 2, based on 
the bandwidth management mechanisms, at the 
DiffServ domain entrance accepts the request.  

After 200 seconds of simulation time, and every 50 
seconds thereafter, the existent TCP CL flow reserves 
of the IntServ A1 and B1 networks are removed in the 
same order they were created. Also, after 225 seconds 
of simulation time, and every 25 seconds thereafter, 
the existent UDP CL flow reserves of the IntServ A2 
and B2 networks are removed in the same order they 
were created. The tests allowed more reserve requests 
and mappings than reserve releases, allowing 
admission control mechanisms evaluation with the 
other mapping mechanisms. Also, IntServ A2 network 
generates more traffic and communicates more 
frequently its state through the reserve releases and, 
therefore, it uses a higher slice of DiffServ resources. 
The probing flow admitted after degradation detection 
has duration of 100s to verify the effect of the active 
flows, already removed from the probing list. After 
this, the CL admitted flows have duration of 100s. This 
situation permits the CA mechanism evaluation when 
the number of reserve requests is identical to the 
reserve releases. The admission of new flows 
happened until t=710s. In the period of time between 
t=710s and t=810s, the reserves of the existing flows 
were released to terminate the simulation. 

The results obtained by edge router mapper 1, in 
the admission and mapping of TCP CL flows into AF2 
class, as well as the maximum throughput 
(MaxThroughput) allowed by the bandwidth 
management mechanism, are presented in Figure 4. 
The results obtained in the admission and mapping of 
UDP CL flows into AF1 class by the edge router 
mapper 2 are presented in Figure 5. 

The figures 5 and 6 show the behavior of 
admission control mechanisms based on the 
information supplied by the bandwidth management 
mechanisms. In the beginning, the flows were admitted 
until the throughput of the predefined profiles is 
attained. Afterwards, new flows were admitted only if 
the reserve of a previous mapped flow was released 
and if these flows did not suffer any QoS degradation. 
According to the bandwidth management algorithm, in 
such case the variable MaxThroughput is incremented 
by 10%.  
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Figure 4 Throughput of IntServA1 TCP CL flows 

admitted in the DiffServ network 
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Figure 5 Throughput of IntServA2 UDP CL flows 

admitted in the DiffServ network 
 
When QoS degradation occurs, the bandwidth 

management algorithm imposes a period for 
degradation recover, through the decrement of 
maximum throughput allowed to the CL flows (50% of 
the current value). In the scenario presented, 
degradation has occurred and was detected in different 
periods by each edge router mapper. This happens 
because the TCP and UDP CL flows are mapped in 
different classes. The AF2 degradation occurrence was 
detected at t=200s by edge router mapper1 whereas 
AF1 degradation was detected at t=250s by edge router 
mapper 2. Thus the AF1 class takes advantage of the 
available DiffServ resources. The state of the network 
is known when a new mapped flow probes the 
network. If this new flow does not suffer QoS 
degradation, the MaxThroughput value is incremented 
10% and the process of mapping new flows is 
repeated. Otherwise the MaxThroughput value is 
decremented 50% and will be updated only when a 
new mapped flow probes the network. In this scenario 
is also verified the functioning of the algorithm of the 
admission control mechanism in the admission of 
flows until the maximum throughput allowed.  

In these figures also it can be verified that when the 
number of admitted flows is significantly equal to 
terminate ones, the considered mechanisms allow an 
increment of 10% in the allowed maximum 
throughput. This situation appears between t=650s and 



t=710s in the two figures. The resources calculated are 
not used in this scenario but they could be when the 
IntServ networks request them. 

The end-to-end results for throughput, delays and 
losses obtained by the TCP CL and BE flows 
generated in IntServ A1 network are presented in 
figures 7, 8 and 9, respectively. The results obtained by 
simulation for UDP CL flows generated in the IntServ 
A2 network are not presented in this paper but they 
have a behavior similar to our previous work [34, 35]. 

For better perception of the figures presented in 
this paper, the most important flows are enhanced, i.e, 
those that contribute to the functioning of the presented 
mechanisms and modules. Thus, the flow that 
provokes the QoS degradation, the flow that 
communicates this degradation occurrence to the edge 
router mapper and the probing flow after degradation 
detection, have bolder lines. 
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Figure 6 Throughput of IntServA1 TCP CL and 

two BE flows 
 
The Figure 6 shows that the TCP flows throughput 

measured in the receiver floats, initially, around 
reserved values, slightly above 100Kbps. However, in 
the load situation, it oscillates around 100Kbps, 
decreasing for some TCP flows and increasing for 
others. This situation is justified by the typical 
behavior of TCP flows and by the characteristics of CL 
flows specified in the reserve. Thus, some flows take 
advantage of fewer throughputs of other flows to 
increase their throughput. BE flows absorb the 
congestion when the number of admitted CL flows 
increases, and are degraded in terms of delay 
throughput and losses. After the admission of TCP 
CL10, at t=150s, QoS degradation occurs. This 
situation is detected when the TCP CL1 flow is 
released at t=200s. This release brings information 
about the state of the corresponding AF2 class and 

triggers the bandwidth management mechanism at 
edge router mapper 1 that decrements de 
MaxThroughput allowed to the class. The admission 
control mechanism acts allowing the rapid QoS 
reestablishment of the class since it does not allow the 
admission of new flows while the new state of the 
network is not verified. 
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Figure 7 End-to-end delay of IntServA1 TCP CL 

and two BE flows 
 

The delays presented in Figure 7 oscillate around a 
constant value. This value increases in the period of 
losses occurrence in DiffServ network. The delay and 
the losses of BE flows increase with the admission of 
new TCP CL flows and decrease with the reserve 
releases. 

The losses of CL flows presented in Figure 8 
happen essentially in the sender IntServA1 network 
since this network is overloaded. In the period between 
t=150s and t=200s the losses also occurred in the 
DiffServ network as it can be verified in Figure 9. 

The losses obtained in the DiffServ network by the 
flows proceeding from the IntServA1 network are 
presented in Figure 9. These losses occur in the period 
between the admission of the TCP CL10 flow (t=150s) 
and the reserve release of the TCP CL1 flow (t=200s). 
At the instant t=250s, when the congestion in AF1 
class occurs, the TCP CL8 flow also suffers small 
losses, due to the congesting of DiffServ network. This 
congestion is resolved by the AC mechanism in edge 
router mapper 2, that decrements the maximum 
throughput allowed to AF1class, at t=250s, when a 
UDP CL flow communicates the degradation. This 
mechanism does not permit the admission/mapping of 
more flows until the sum of the active flows 
throughput with the throughput of new flow does not 
exceed the MaxThroughput allowed and until the 
probing flow does not communicate the end of the 



congestion in the AF1 Class. 
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Figure 8 Losses of TCP CL and two BE flows 
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Figure 9 Losses of TCP CL and two BE flows in 

the DiffServ network 
 
The results obtained in the simulation with the 

mechanisms and modules presented show that the 
functionality of the IntServ networks can be extended 
through the DiffServ networks without significant QoS 
degradation. It was also verified the effect of the 
resource reservation and the protection of the QoS 
characteristics of Controlled-Load flows in the 
presence of Best-Effort flows. 

Furthermore, the results show that the CA module 
with the bandwidth management and mapping modules 
acts in accordance with the E2ERB defined in the 
architecture, reflects the state of the network, 
harnessing the improvement of the existing resources 
in a DiffServ region and allows detecting and 

eliminating the congestion in a DiffServ network. 
 
5. Conclusions and future work 

 
In this work we presented an admission control to 

be used in dynamic mapping between the Controlled-
Load service (CL) of the IntServ model and the 
Assured Forward (AF) Per-Hop-Behaviour group of 
the DiffServ model. 

The admission control proposed acts in accordance 
with the E2ERB experimented by a previous flow to 
the same IntServ destination network. This behavior 
determines the resources for an AF class. The 
admission control algorithm is based on these 
resources to admit/map a flow proceeding for an 
IntServ network. 

The results obtained by simulation show that the 
admission control module acts based on the bandwidth 
management module, allowing the use of the available 
resources by an AF class when does not exist 
degradation. When the degradation is detected, the 
admission control mechanism allows the 
reestablishment of the QoS characteristics of the AF 
Class affected. Also, it was verified that the action of 
these two modules allows the use of the available 
resources for an AF class not affected. This situation 
shows that these modules, besides detecting and 
correcting the degradation, also allow, at each time 
instant, an improvement of the use of the available 
resources for the AF classes in the DiffServ network. 

As future work (already ongoing) we will address 
the validation of the architecture that integrates the 
mechanisms and modules presented in this paper in a 
scenario where the traffic generated in one IntServ 
network is destined to other networks. 
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